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A gilt that makes a dream come true, is not only an eloquent

expression oI a beautilul thought but a practical manifestation that

will be indefinitely appreciated. The Weston Exposure Meter is
just such a present. It helps preserve, with the aid of a camera,

the treasured memories o{ loved laces and places.
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Better pictures are no
longer a matter o{ guess-

work. Modern cameras
and {aster lenses overcome
some of ihe dilliculties in
making better pictures.
Correct exposures of these
pictures are another matter.
They are made consistently
possible through the use of a Weston Exposure Meter.

Gone are the vague, Iuzzy, indistinct prints
which result Irom either under - or over-exposure.
Instead, clear pictures with sharp detail and contrast
will be obtained through the use ol a Weston. And
the "cameraddict" will appreciate the assurance-
and relish the Ieelinq of conlidence which comes

MODEL 650 EXPOSURE METER

tion of the ship is learned. So, too, with the exposure
meter. Merely point the meter at the scene to be
photographed. Note the reading on the instrument.
A quick flip of the exposure dial - and for any I
stop, the dial shows the proper shutter speed ... as

certain and sure as the compass. The Weston is f ool-
proo{; every serious photographer should have one/
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when he knows he'll get
the pictures he wants -

clear and sharp.
What the compass is to

the navigator, so the Wes-
ton Exposure Meter is to
the photographer. The
compass need only be
looked at - and the direc-

US.E A WESTON EXPOSURE METER



Model 650 Exposure Meter $22.50
Leather Carrying Case $ f .75

9,a+ flLauLe and i.till Aantenat.
The Weston Exposure Meter gives the correct

camera settings for both still and movie cameras. It
matters not whether black and white or color film is
used. The pictures can be taken indoors or outdoors,
winter or summer. The " electric eye " in the meter
never guesses. It tells instantly and accurately the
light condiiions that determine just what the camera
setting should be under any and all circumstances.

The Weston Exposure Meter is made by the Weston
Electrical Instrument Corporation, Newark, N. J.,
U. S. A. - - internationally {amous Ior almost hall a
century, for the highesi qualiiy eLectrical measuring
devices.
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